It is known that the maximum diameter for the rupture-risk assessment of the abdominal aortic aneurysm is a generally good method, but not sufficient. Alternative features obtained with computational modeling may provide additional useful criteria. Though computational approaches are noninvasive, they are often time-consuming because of the high computational complexity. In this paper, we present a highly parallel algorithm for the numerical simulation of unsteady blood flows in the patient-specific abdominal aorta. We model the blood flow with the unsteady incompressible Navier-Stokes equations, and solve the discretized system with a highly scalable domain decomposition method. With this approach, the complete flow field can be obtained in less than an hour, instead of days with older methods. We show experimentally that the proposed method offers accurate solutions of the pressure, the velocity and the wall shear stress, and the parallel efficiency is higher than 70% on a parallel computer with more than 1, 000 processor cores.
Introduction
The abdominal aortic aneurysm is an abnormal bulge or diffused expansion of a portion of the abdominal artery wall (Sakalihasan et al., 2005) . Routine clinical practices correlate the risk of aneurysm ruptures to the maximum aneurysmatic diameter (Kent, 2014; Brewster et al., 2003) . However, it is widely believed that the rupture is not necessarily reflected by the maximum diameter alone and, therefore, more rupture risk assessment techniques are highly desirable (Nicholls et al., 1998; Ghulam et al., 2017; Vorp, 2007) . Alternative methods have considered the biomechanical features (Fillinger et al., 2003; Geest et al., 2006) , the hemodynamic factors (Peattie et al., 2004; Boyd et al., 2016) , the geometrical indices (Liljeqvist et al., 2016; Doyle et al., 2009) , and the pathological factors (Bluestein et al., 2009; Jalalzadeh et al., 2016) , as promising tools for evaluating the aortic aneurysmal diseases. The majority of these methods involve a numerical analysis of the blood flow by combining a computational based method with medical imaging, such as computed tomography (CT). This image-based computation enables a quantitative description of the blood flow by solving the governing equations of the fluid dynamics, namely the Navier-Stokes equations. Not only can it noninvasively provide, for example, the blood pressure and pulse wave velocity on surgically inaccessible blood vessels, but also derive the directly immeasurable quantities, such as the wall shear stress (Morris et al., 2016) . Several numerical methods have been developed for the image-based blood flow computation. Due to the poor image resolution and limited computational ability, earlier numerical studies were only performed on hypothetical aortic geometries, including simple axisymmetric (Stringfellow et al., 1987; Finol and Amon, 2001 ) and asymmetrical (Finol et al., 2003; Scotti et al., 2005) structures. It is until recent years, relevant researches have been progressed to include the patient-specific geometries, most of which can be categorized into two major classes: the pure fluid modeling known as computational fluid dynamics (CFD) and the fluid flow modeling coupled with a viscoelastic vessel wall known as the fluidstructure interaction (FSI). We focus on CFD problems in this paper and below we provide a brief review of the state of the art approaches for the modeling of blood flows in the abdominal aorta.
In Kumar et al. (2017) and Vinoth et al. (2017) , Kumar et al. studied the steady and transient blood flows by using ANSYS CFX and reported that the detailed branches have significant impact on the resulting fluid flow patterns. Antón et al. applied a second-order implicit finite volume scheme implemented on the commercial package FLUENT to analyze the aortic pressure field (Antón et al., 2015) . More recently, Vergara et al. considered a large eddy simulation to study the turbulence effects of blood flow dynamics, in which a semi-implicit approach and a SUPG stablized P2-P2 finite element method were used for the temporal and spatial discretizations, respectively (Vergara et al., 2017) . For the computational approach to be clinically useful, two important issues have to be considered, namely the accuracy and the overall computational time. Polanczyk and Piechota reported that it took them 25 hours to simulate the blood flow in the abdominal aorta using FLUENT on a mesh with around 600, 000 elements (Polanczyk and Piechota, 2010) . Using the same software, Hardman et al. spent 6 days to obtain the CFD simulation on meshes with about 2.0 millions elements for 200 time steps (Hardman et al., 2013) . By running a commercial parallel finite volume solver on 64 cores, Owen et al. took 45 minutes to simulate the blood flow in a small portion of the abdominal aorta, where the number of elements is about 1.7 million and the number of time steps is 5500 (Owen et al., 2016) .
Existing simulations are usually based on part of the aorta or using coarse meshes, which is cheaper but not accurate enough for clinical applications . Simulations of the aorta with more branches are still scarce in the literature. With tens of thousands processor cores, a modern supercomputer provides an ideal platform for the computational job. However, most commercial software packages offer limited parallelism (Bluestein et al., 2009; Li and Kleinstreuer, 2005) . The purpose of the present paper is to study a highly parallel algorithm for simulating the blood flows in the entire aorta. Specifically, the unsteady incompressible Navier-Stokes equations are discreterized by using a fully implicit backward Euler method in time and a stabilized P 1 -P 1 finite element method in space. The resulting system is then solved by a NewtonKrylov-Schwarz (NKS) algorithm, which is a highly effective method to deal with large-scale, sparse and strongly nonlinear systems (Shiu et al., 2015) . The parallel scalability of the NKS is mostly dependent on the performance of the Schwarz preconditioner and the optimal choices of parameters in the preconditioner are typically problem-dependent. Therefore, the primary focus of this paper is to comprehensively study the parallel scalability with respect to different preconditioning parameters.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, the abdominal aorta and its mesh partition are introduced; then the governing equations and numerical methods are presented, including the implicit finite element discretization and the Newton-Krylov-Schwarz method. In section 3, a patient-specific case is studied and the parallel scalability is analyzed. In section 4, we draw some conclusions.
Methods

Image segmentation and mesh partition
We consider an aorta with all major branches included, denoted as Ω ∈ R 3 , which is reconstructed from a CT image, as shown in Figure 1 . Unstructured mesh Ω h composed of tetrahedral elements is applied to cover the computational domain Ω. We label the vertices on the inlet Γ I , outlet Γ Oi (i = 1, 2 . . . , m with m being the total number of outlets) and the wall Γ W for the prescription of different boundary conditions. A schematic representation of a 3D coarse aortic mesh is shown in Figure 2 A. To run the simulation on a parallel computer, the mesh is partitioned into N non-overlapping submeshes by ParMETIS, denoted as Ω l h (l = 1, ..., N ), where N is the total number of processor cores. It is noted that roughly the same number of elements are included in each subregion to ensure load balance. The submeshes are then allocated to each processor core. A sample partition with 4 sub-meshes highlighted using different colors is presented in Figure 2 B. A detailed description of the mesh partition can be found in (Barker and Cai, 2010) . 
Governing equations
To model the blood flow, we consider the following unsteady incompressible Navier-Stokes equations,
where u u u is the velocity vector, ρ is the blood density, and σ σ σ is the Cauchy stress tensor defined as
with p being the pressure, I I I being the 3 × 3 identity tensor, µ being the dynamic viscosity and ǫ ǫ ǫ(u u u) being the deformation tensor calculated by ǫ ǫ ǫ(u u u) = 1/2(∇u u u + ∇u u u T ). The initial condition is imposed as
Different boundary conditions are applied. Specifically, Dirichlet boundary conditions are imposed on the inlet and wall boundaries, and take the form
where v v v I is the given inflow velocity profile. We investigate two kinds of boundary conditions including the popularly used traction-free boundary condition and the resistance boundary condition to all outlet boundaries (Vignon-Clementel et al., 2006) . For the traction-free boundary condition, the outlet surface is free from the external stress, i.e.,
where σ σ σ i is the previously defined Cauchy stress tensor and n n n i is the outward normal of the ith outlet. For the resistance boundary condition, the pressure and the flow rate imposed at the ith outlet are related according to
where R i and Q i are the resistance and the flow rate at the ith outlet, with Q i taking the form Q i = ΓO i u u u·n n n i ds. During the calculation, a total resistance R is chosen and R i is then determined by R i = RS/S i , where S = m i=1 S i and S i is the area of the ith outlet surface.
Stabilized finite element discretization
Consider the following trial and weight function spaces
Then the weak form of (1) is: find u u u ∈ V and p ∈ P such that ∀ϕ ϕ ϕ ∈ V 0 and ∀ψ ∈ P ,
Unlike the traction-free boundary condition σ σ σ · n n n = 0, which means the last term in (2) can be neglected, the resistance boundary condition implies a boundary integral term (Wu and Cai, 2011 )
For the spatial discretization of (2), we use P 1 -P 1 finite elements. However, additional stabilization terms are required, since this finite element pair does not satisfy the Ladyzhenskaya-Babuška-Breezi (LBB) condition. In this work, we adopt the streamline upwind Petrov Galerkin method. Denoting the finite element subspaces as V h , V 0 h and P h corresponding to their infinite dimensional spaces, we present the following semi-discrete formulation to the above weak form:
where Ω h = {K} is the unstructured tetrahedral mesh. For the definition ofū u u h and the suggested values of stabilization parameters τ a , τ b and τ c , we refer to Wu and Cai (2014) and Kong et al. (2018) .
After the spatial discretization, we obtain a time-dependent semi-discretized nonlinear system
where N (t) is a space discretized nonlinear term arising from the convection term and X (t) is a timedependent solution vector for both velocity u u u h and pressure p h . We then employ an implicit backward differentiation method with a second-order accuracy to the time direction and obtain the following fully discretized system (Wu and Cai, 2014 )
where ∆t is the time-step size and X n denotes the solution vector at nth time step. Thus, the problem is transferred into solving the following large, sparse and nonlinear algebraic system at every time step
Newton-Krylov-Schwarz algorithm
We briefly describe the Newton-Krylov-Schwarz (NKS) method for solving (3). This parallel iterative method comprises three parts: an inexact Newton method to solve the nonlinearity of the system; a Krylov subspace method to deal with the linear Jacobian system within each Newton step; and a Schwarz preconditioner to accelerate the Jocobian solver. The overall computational framework can be summarized by Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1: Solve F (X n ) = 0 by the Newton-Krylov-Schwarz algorithm 1 for each time step n = 1, 2, · · · , do 2 Set the initial guess for Newton iteration from previous solution X 0 n = X n−1 ;
Construct the Jacobian matrix J k n and the restricted additive Schwarz preconditioner (M k n ) −1 ;
5
Calculate the Newton correction term S k n by solving the following preconditioned linear system
Calculate the step size τ k n by using cubic linesearch;
7
Update the solution with
Update the converged result X k n as the solution at current time step; 10 end
The inexact Newton method is used to reduce the overall computational cost when solving (3), with an accuracy controlled by the nonnegative forcing term η k . If taking η k = 0, the inexact Newton method becomes the Newton method (Dembo et al., 1982) . For the Newton type methods, the Jacobian matrix can be used explicitly or explicitly. In this work, the analytical Jacobian is computed since it has better computational performance than the approximate Jacobian (Barker and Cai, 2010; Kong and Cai, 2017) .
Within each Newton step, the Jacobian system is inexactly solved by using a Krylov subspace method, the generalized minimal residual method (GMRES). To accelerate the GMRES convergence, we apply an additive Schwarz preconditioner. For simplicity, we drop the subscript and superscript and rewrite the restricted additive Schwarz preconditioner (M 
where B −1 l is the inverse of the overlapping subdomain Jacobian matrix given by
T and can be solved approximately by the incomplete LU factorization (ILU) with certain level of fill-ins.
Results and Discussions
In this section, we first present some experimental studies of blood flows in the aortic artery using the algorithm discussed in the previous section, with an emphasis on analyzing the pressure, the velocity and the wall shear stress. Second, we focus on the choice of preconditioning parameters and study the parallel performance of the algorithm. Third, we show the robustness of the method with respect to different timestep sizes and viscosities. The method is implemented on the Portable Extensible Toolkit for Scientific computing (PETSc) library (Balay et al., 2019) . 
Pulsatile flows in a patient-specific abdominal artery
A pulsatile inflow rate profile shown as Figure 3 is adopted as v v v I . Two cardiac cycles are calculated in this study. ρ = 1.06 g/cm 3 and µ = 0.035 cm 2 /s are used to characterize the properties of the blood. As we have already mentioned, two kinds of boundary conditions for the outlets are considered, namely the traction-free and the resistance boundary conditions. For the resistance boundary condition, a total resistance of R = 500 dyn · s −1 · cm −5 is prescribed to make sure the computed pressure and velocity fields are within the normal limits. Here, the simulation is conducted on a mesh with 813, 613 nodes and 3, 988, 249 (3.99 × 10 6 ) elements. The time-step size is set to be 0.004s. The plots of outflow rates from the resistance and traction-free boundary conditions for four branches: the left subclavian artery, the splenic artery, the renal artery and the left iliac artery. Figure 4 shows the computed flow rate from the resistance and the traction-free boundary conditions for four branches, namely the left subclavian artery, the splenic artery, the renal artery and the left iliac artery. In the case of the resistance boundary condition, the outflow rate profiles exhibit slight phase shifts but keep in step with the inflow rate waveform, which agrees with the results reported in Reymond et al. (2009) . However, in the case of the traction-free boundary condition, it shows physiologically unreasonable phase shifts and shape alterations. Figure 5 further compares the resulting pressures between the resistance and traction-free boundary conditions at positions in different aortic regions: (A) P 1 in the ascending aorta, (B) P 2 in the thoracic aorta, (C) P 3 in the abdominal aorta and (D) P 4 in the common iliac. Although both boundary conditions present a gradual pressure decrease as the blood travels from P 1 to P 4, the traction-free boundary condition gives unrealistic patterns with negative pressures, incorrect peak values and unreasonable oscillations. These findings confirm that the choice of outlet boundary conditions makes a remarkable difference on the calculated results; and the resistance boundary condition significantly outperforms the traction-free boundary condition (Vignon-Clementel et al., 2006). For the rest of the paper we focus only on the resistance boundary condition. Figure 6 shows the pressure distribution, as well as the pressure in the cross section at three different times t = 1.1s, 1.2s and 1.3s during the early, mid and late systole, correspondingly. We observe that the location of the peak pressure moves downstream with the peak inflow as the time proceeds from t = 1.1s to 1.3s. In the same figure, we also show the pressure variations within the plane. It can be seen that the pressure varies both temporally and spatially. Temporally, the pressure profile at t = 1.3s is distinct from what appears at t = 1.1s and 1.2s, which may be closely related to the velocity propagation. Spatially, the inner side of the curvature always shows a lower pressure comparing to its outer side. Figure 7 presents the streamlines of the velocity field and the velocity for a cross section at t = 1.1s, 1.2s and 1.3s. We observe that physiologically reasonable values of velocity magnitude are obtained (Pieles et al., 2014) . Relatively stable streamline patterns can be seen at the early and mid systole, but become unstable at the late systole, which is consistent with the results reported in Youssefi et al. (2018) . Moreover, the secondary flow motion in the vicinity of the artery wall (the red arrows) and the vortex flow along the lesser aortic curvature (the black arrows) are observed, especially during the late systole (Tse et al., 2011) . In the abdominal cross-sectional plane, the velocity vector is represented by the size and direction of the arrow with a bottom-up view. It shows that the velocity is unevenly distributed with obvious secondary and vortex flows in the mid and late systole, which is, however, less significant in the early systole. Figure 8 shows the profiles of the magnitude of the wall shear stress (WSS), which is calculated by the difference between the overall shear stress and its normal projection (Matyka et al., 2013; Kong et al., 2018) , W SS = σ σ σn n n p − (σ σ σn n n p · n n n p )n n n p , where n n n p is the normal vector at a point on the wall. We observe that WSS is unevenly distributed and varies with time. Higher values of WSS are observed at the inner side of the aortic arch and its three major branches, while lower values in the thoracic aorta, similar results were reported in Lantz et al. (2011) . The abdominal part of the aorta is also subjected to high values of WSS, probably because of the geometric bends and bifurcations. Notably, irregular patches of low WSS appear at t = 1.3s, but not for t = 1.2s and t = 1.3s. Magnified images are presented to show the detailed WSS distributions in the dotted box area of the abdominal aorta at three different times, where the instantaneous WSS patterns are significantly different for the accelerating (at t = 1.1s) and decelerating flow (at t = 1.2s and t = 1.3s). Fig. 8 : The magnitude of the wall shear stress at t = 1.1s, 1.2s and 1.3s during the early, mid and late systole. The dotted box area of the abdominal aorta is magnified to show the distribution of the wall shear stress. Fig. 9 : The temporal changes of the wall shear stress at 4 different points P 1, P 2, P 3 and P 4 in Figure 5 and the spatially averaged wall shear stress W SS for a cardiac cycle.
To see the temporal variation of the WSS, we plot the point-wise WSS and the spatially averaged WSS in Figure 9 . For the point-wise WSS, four different points P 1, P 2, P 3 and P 4 in Figure 5 are monitored. It shows that the WSS present different profiles at these points. For the spatially averaged WSS, it is denoted as W SS and given by
where A is the total surface area of the computational domain. It can be seen that the profile of the W SS is temporally correlated with the pulsatile inflow rate and its shape maintains a pulsatile form but with a relatively gentle downward slope.
Scalability and robustness
Now we study the scalability of the parallel algorithm and its robustness with respect to several important parameters. We first mention some notations to be used in the tables. "Subsolver" denotes the the type of solvers for the subdomain problems. "ILU(l)" denotes the ILU with l level of fill-ins. "δ" denotes the overlapping size between the neighbouring subdomains. "Newton" means the average number of Newton iterations for each time step. "GMRES" stands for the average number of linear iterations for each Newton step. "Time" is the average wall clock time in seconds spent for each time step. "Memory" denotes the memory consumption per processor core in megabytes. "np" represents the number of processor cores, which equals to the number of subdomains denoted as N in the early sections of the paper. "Speedup" and "Efficiency" are the speedup ratio and parallel efficiency respectively. GMRES is set to restart at every 500 iterations with a stopping condition based on the relative tolerance 10 −5 . The inexact Newton method stops when the absolute or relative tolerance reaches 10 −6 or the number of iterations reaches 20. The impact of overlapping size and subdomain solver. The choices of the level of fill-in and the overlapping size make significant influences on the parallel performance of the algorithm. Table 1 shows the results obtained from the point-block ILU with l = 1, 2, 3, 4, and δ = 4, 6, 8, 10. For this table, the simulation is executed over the first 10 time steps with a step size 0.001s on a mesh with 3.99 × 10 6 elements. δ is used to determine the amount of data that exchanges between the adjacent subdomains. A larger δ leads to a better perconditioner, which means fewer number of linear iterations. However, at the same time, a larger δ increases the communication cost. Hence, to minimize the total computing time, an appropriate δ should be chosen to balance the GMRES iterations and the communication cost. Specifically for a fixed level of ILU fill-in in Table 1 , the increase of δ from 4 to 8 reduces the computing time. A further increase of δ to 10 keeps reducing the GMRES iterations, but the averaged computing time tends to rise since the time saved by the reduction in linear iterations can not compensate for the extra communication cost. δ = 8 offers the optimal performance in terms of the total computing time and is used in the following tests. It also shows that the memory requirement increases as δ becomes larger. Similarly, we face a trade-off for the ILU fill-in levels. For a fixed δ in Table 1 , the memory requirement increases as l goes from 1 to 4. However, when l reaches 4, the number GMRES continues to reduce, but the computing time doesn't. Therefore, we set l = 3 for all the following experiments.
The parallel scalability for large number of processor cores. Table 2 presents the results of parallel scalability tested on two meshes with 3.99 × 10 6 (3, 988, 249) and 7.35 × 10 6 (7, 354, 700) elements for large number of processor cores. The optimal choice of overlapping size δ = 8 and subdomain solver ILU(3) are adopted. It can be seen that the memory drops by half when doubling the number of processor cores and the number of nonlinear iterations keeps a constant value of 2.1 for all the test cases. More importantly, up to 73% parallel efficiency is reached for the coarse mesh with 480 cores and 76% for the fine mesh with 1440 cores. To see it more clearly, the speedup versus the number of processor cores is plotted in Figure 10 . Close to linear speedup is achieved for both cases. All these findings indicate that our solver scales well for up to more than 1000 processor cores.
The impact of time-step size. Table 3 exploits the impact of time-step size ∆t on the stability of the algorithm, using ∆t = 1.00 × 10 −3 , 5.00 × 10 −3 and 1.00 × 10 −2 , and meshes with 3.99 × 10 6 and 7.35×10 6 elements on 120 and 360 cores, respectively. Usually, the convergence of explicit schemes is strictly restricted by the time-step size. However, our algorithm remains stable for a large range of ∆t owing to the fully implicit backward Euler method in time; meanwhile, the increasing number of Newton iterations suggests the increasing difficulty in algebraic problems with larger time-step sizes.
The impact of viscosity. The viscosity is an important physical parameter of the blood flow and different patients may have different values. Table 4 shows the robust performance of the algorithm for different µ = 0.01, 0.05 and 0.09 cm 2 /s. Note that the decrease of the viscosity leads to the increase of the compute time, the memory storage, and more importantly, the number of both Newton and GMRES iterations, all of which imply that the problem becomes harder to solve. 
Concluding remarks
In this paper, a highly scalable parallel method is investigated to solve the unsteady incompressible Navier-Stokes equations for the simulation of blood flows in a full size human aorta with 12 outlets. The velocity, the pressure and the wall shear stress calculated using the resistance boundary condition are analyzed and the temporal variations of the point-wise and the spatial-averaged wall shear stress are studied. Moreover, the parallel scalability was investigated for different preconditioning parameters, including the fill-in level and the overlapping size; and the robustness of the algorithm was examined for different mesh sizes, time-step sizes and the blood viscosity. A parallel efficiency of more than 70% was obtained on a parallel computer with up to 1440 processors. With such an approach, a patient-specific flow analysis can be obtained in about an hour using 480 processor cores, and the time can be further shortened linearly by increasing the number of processor cores.
